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Whatever happened to the mintmark on Mexico’s centenario?

C

onsidered by many aficionados to be one of
the most beautiful coins
ever issued, Mexico’s
centenario not only commemorates the nation’s independence,
it also represents—in and of
itself—a part of the country’s

▼ MEXICO’S

medals and coins, most notably,
the gold centenario and its
counterpart, the lesser-known
silver centenario.
The obverse portrays the image of the Winged Victory (also
known as “The Angel of Independence”) which represents
the famous Monument of Independence in Mexico City inaugurated in 1910. The female figure
holds a laurel wreath in her
right hand and a broken chain
in her left. Two volcanoes—
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NATIONAL EMBLEM graces the
o
reverse of the lesser-known silver 1921 M
centenario along with the Mexico City mintmark. The gold 50 pesos shares a similar
image, without the mintmark. Actual Size: 37.mm

history. Designed and engraved
by Emilio del Moral, the 50pesos coin was first struck at the
Mexico City Mint in 1921 to mark
the 100th anniversary of Mexico’s Independence from Spain—
hence, the name “centenario.”
Del Moral earned an engineering degree from the prestigious Institute of Sciences of
Jalisco, under the aegis of the
Society of Engineers, founded in
1869. He has been credited with
the designs of a number of

Based on the original article in Spanish, “La Ceca de La Moneda Más Bella Jamás Acuñada” (July/September 2016),
published by the Mexican Numismatic Society (en.numista.com).
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Production of the centenario resumed in 1943, due to the demand for gold coins
from both investors and collectors alike.

Popocatepetl and Iztaccihuatl—fill the background. The
date—1821—located at the inferior left of the coin, commemorates the year of Mexico’s independence, and the date on the
right indicates the year of
mintage. The edge features the
words “Independence and Liberty” in Spanish.
As is common with Mexican
coins, the reverse of the gold
centenario depicts an image of
Mexico’s national emblem—an
eagle perched on a cactus with a
serpent in its beak, and the
words (in Spanish) “United
States of Mexico.”

Commemorative
& Circulating
Although considered a commemorative coin, the centenario was
struck for use in commercial
transactions. The coin was in circulation for almost a decade. It
was definitively demonetized in

ditions already present within
the Mexican monetary system
evolved into serious concerns for the government.
An excess of silver coins
in circulation, accompanied by the subsequent
depreciation of silver
coins in relation to gold
specimens, and the devaluation of the latter in
relation to the U.S. dollar.
These circumstances led to
the implementation of the
Monetary Reform of 1931,
through which the centenario
was demonetized.
Production of the centenario resumed in 1943, due
to the demand for gold
coins from both investors
and collectors alike. This
initiative was not, however, the government’s
attempt to reinstate the
gold standard (which
would have been impossi-

THE ANGEL OF INDEPENDENCE (left) towers over Mexico City’s main
plaza. Volcanoes Popcatepetl and Iztaccihuatl, which reside about 44
miles southeast of the city, appear with the statue on the obverse of the
gold and silver centenario.
Actual Size: 37mm

July 1931, when a decree issued
by the Congress of the Union divested the coin of its legal value,
rendering it useless in commerce.
Between 1925 and 1930, two
(seems like three??) latent con-
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ble in budgetary terms). Instead, restarting production was
a means to address collectors’
interest in acquiring the centenario, while keeping the demonetization of the coin intact.

Error or Omission?
Adding to the centenario’s numismatic significance, a mystery
surrounds its mintmark. Why is
there no symbol of theo Mexico
City Mint (“M” or M ) to be
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Why does the mintmark appear on the silver centenario, but not on the gold centenario,
when both coins were created for the same purpose?

grade of 900 (nine hundred)
thousandths, being equivalent
to fifty pesos of the monetary
unit of seventy-five centigrams of pure gold for one
“Peso,” created by the monetary regimen of the 25th of
March 1905.

the new coin, will display the
Coat of Arms of the Nation,
bearing the profile eagle, and in
front of [its] head, the abbreviation of the word, Mexico.” Of
course, this is a reference to the
mintmark in question.

The decree continued, describing the characteristics
of the coin without a single
mention of the mintmark.
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found on the coin? Was it an error or, perhaps, an omission? The
September 28, 1921, Official Journal of the Federation (Diario Oficial de la Federación in Spanish) in
reference to the decree issued on
September 14 of that same year
offers no information about the
centenario’s mintmark.
According to the edict, Alvaro Obregon, constitutional
president of the United States
of Mexico at that time, stated

▲ MEXICO CITY, as it appeared in 1890. Some centenarios struck
at the city’s coining facility bear mintmarks, while others inexplicably do not.
Actual Size: 37mm

That in the use of the extraordinary powers that have been
vested in me in the field of Finance, and considering the
convenience of producing a
coin of higher value for large,
commercial transactions, in
addition to commemorating
this year, the first centennial
of the consummation of National Independence, I decree
the following:
SINGULAR ARTICLE.—
[Establishment] of a gold coin
of $50.00 (fifty pesos), with a
weight of 41.2/3 (forty-one
and two thirds) grams and a
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In commemoration of national independence, the government of President Obregon
ordered the minting of silver
coins similar to the centenario
in the denomination of two pesos, better known as “victorias,” “silver centenarios” or
“de la Huertas.” Curiously, the
reverse of the coin clearly
diso
plays the mintmark M of the
Mexico City Mint, close to the
eagle’s head.
According to the Official
Journal of September 30, 1921,
the decree of September 22
confirmed that “The reverse of

More Questions
Why does the mintmark appear
on the silver centenario, but not
on the gold centenario, particularly when both coins were created for the same purpose, fashioned by the same designer/
engraver, Emilio del Moral, and
issued under decrees that were
released only a few days apart?
Why did the mintmark reappear
89 years later on the successor
of the centenario, the gold
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The simple fact that the word “abbreviation” was used, demonstrates that
mintmark was still not present.

bicentenario of 2010 that commemorated the beginning of the
Movement of National Independence in 1810?
In reference to the bicentenario, the documental support
resides in the corresponding Official Journal of April 28, 2010,
decree whereby the characteristics of a gold coin are established, FIRST ARTICLE.—
Clause j) Dies:
Reverse: In the top field in
semi-circle the text, “BICENTENARIO ” below this, the
number “1810” and [further]
below, the number “2010”, at
center, in perspective, the figure of the Winged Victoria of
the Pillar of Independence, in
the left field in semi-circle,
the legend “37.5 g ORO
PURO ”, in the bottom right
field, in conjunction, the number “200” and the word “PESOS ”, staggered beading,
within the exergue, the mintmark of the Mexico City Mint.

To reiterate, the original gold
and silver centenarios were intended to function in commemorative and commercial use.
Moreover, the period between
the publishing of the first decree
of the gold centenario and that
of the silver centenario was only
seven days. It, therefore, can be
surmised that in both cases, the
corresponding decrees must
have been written with considerable preparation, and subject
to mandatory scrutiny, long before being released.
This would mean that, in the
case of the gold centenario, the
idea of including the Mexico
City mintmark on the coin
might have been considered, although it was not mentioned in
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the extensive description of the
coin’s characteristics, as per the
aforementioned decree. This
revelation is directly linked to
the fact that the decrees were
emitted a priori to the minting
of the centenarios.
This is clearly demonstrated
in the order mandating the silver
centenario, which states, “Decree authorizing the production
of a silver coin, with a monetary
value of $2.00, two pesos.”
And if someone had, in fact,
become aware of this omission in
the short-term (after the publication of the decree of the gold
centenario), this would have allowed them to circumvent another potential omission in the
decree of the silver 2-pesos with
an ad hoc remedy, which would
explain the use of the expression
(albeit imprecise) “abbreviation
of the word Mexico” to describe
the mintmark.
The simple fact that the word
“abbreviation” was used,
demonstrates that mintmark (in
Spanish marca de la ceca) was
still not present in the decrees
of the era, as the definitive term
to describe, or refer to the place
where coins were produced
and/or minted.

Conclusions
Based on this evidence, with respect to the gold centenario, it
can be ruled out that this was
an “error” of not abiding by a
written instruction, at least in
terms of the placement of the
mintmark, simply because no
indication existed in the decree
of September 14, 1921.
Suffice it to say, even though
the gold centenario has no
mintmark (most likely the product of omission), the coin produced by the oldest mint of the

Americas is unquestionably
symbolic of Mexico and carries
with it the merit of being considered one of the most striking
■
coins of the world.
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